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Forward Looking Statements

Certain views expressed here contain information derived from third parties or publicly available sources that have not been 
independently verified. This presentation includes certain statements, projections and estimates of the anticipated future financial
performance of BrainChip Holdings Ltd. and the size, growth and nature of future markets for the company’s products.

Such statements, projections and estimates reflect various assumptions made by the directors concerning anticipated results, which
assumptions may or may not prove to be correct. BrainChip Holdings Ltd. and its subsidiaries have not sought independent
verification of information in this presentation.

While the directors believe that they have reasonable grounds for each of the assumptions, statements, projections and estimates
and all care has been taken in the preparation of this presentation, no warranty of representation, express or implied is given as to
the accuracy, correctness, likelihood of achievement, or reasonableness of assumptions, estimates, statements and projections 

that are contained in this presentation. Such assumptions, estimates, statements and projections are intrinsically subject to
significant uncertainties.

To the maximum extent allowed by law, none of BrainChip Holdings Ltd, its directors, employees nor any other person accepts any

liability arising out of any error, negligence or fault for any loss, without limitation, arising from the use of information contained in this 
presentation.
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The Future is Now
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Keyword spotting

Visual  Authentication

Voice Authentication

Tactile, vibration, diagnostics…

AI enabled sensors fusing experience
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BrainChip Profile

Our technology brings commonsense to the processing of 
sensor data, freeing machines to do more with less. 
Accurately. Elegantly. Meaningfully. We call this Essential AI. 

Essential is optimizing compute. Maximizing performance. 
Minimizing power. In the real world. And in real time.

15 years of AI architecture research

Worldwide leader in edge AI on-chip processing and 
learning.

First to commercialize neuromorphic IP platform and 
reference chip.

Centers of engineering excellence in US, Australia, 
France and India.

Highly differentiated, and patent protected IP platform 
with high margin licensing and royalties business model.
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Profiled In:

Traded On:

Trusted By:



Edge AI Device Market Outlook

A shift to a ubiquitous AI Edge…

Implications

More capability

More data
More compute
More bandwidth

Distributed AI

AI at the edge
Close to sensor

Sensor fusion
Send “information” not data
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$44B

$53B
$61B

$71B

2022 2023 2024 2025

Manufacturing Energy and Materials
Smart Cities and Utilities Consumer
Cross-vertical (Drones, CCTV, HVAC) Travel, Transport, Logistics
Other

Edge Based Devices Requiring AI - $70B by 2025

17% CAGR Growth

Sources: McKinsey, IDC, Management

(Units: $USD Billions)



What is Edge AI?

In cloud, connected

Power intensive
High latency

Big memory requirement
Big data inference
High bandwidth

Privacy concerns
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Data Center
Server Edge Endpoint

The Edge

On-chip, in device

Power efficient
Ultra-low latency

Small memory requirement
Small data inference
One-shot learning

Low bandwidth
Privacy enabling

From Cloud to Edge



Why Neuromorphic Computing

Modeled after the way a human brain learns and processes information

Only processes information when an event takes place

Can learn new data after detecting it in “one shot”

A neuromorphic chip performs AI very efficiently on the device at a very low power

Low power equals low heat, requiring no colling
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Akida is the world’s first commercial neuromorphic processor.

It mimics the brain to analyze only essential sensor inputs at the point of acquisition 
with unparalleled performance and efficiency.



From Sensor to Inference
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Optimized compute, radically reduced power…

Capture Pre-processing Compute | Infer | Learn

Vision

Audition

Olfaction

Gustation

Tactile

Action

Any
Sensor
Lidar
Radar
Ultrasound
…

Runtime
AI Engine

Stand-alone
Neural Processing Unit
Hardware optimized

In combination
w/Host CPU

AI accelerator

M
od

el
 C

om
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ity

CNN 
to 

SNN 
Neural 

Network

Performance and efficiency

Akida supports output from any 
sensor, with its data and 
network, and applies in-chip 
neuromorphic AI to efficiently 
process and infer with radically 
reduced power consumption.

Akida can also be deployed as 
an AI accelerator to work in 
combination with a host CPU, 
providing improved 
performance and power 
consumption efficiencies.



BrainChip Akida Differentiation
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Distributed Computation

Each NPU has dedicated 
compute and memory, 
reducing data movement

Event-based Processing

NPUs perform computationally 
on events (non-zero values)

Event-Based Communication

Send events over mesh network 
without host CPU intermediation.

Event-Based Learning

On-Chip learning algorithm.

BrainChip’s AkidaTM IP is like no other…

Distributed computation and event-based action 
delivers unparalleled performance and efficiency.

• Ultra-low latency

• Runs multiple networks simultaneously

• Performs one-shot learning

• Remarkably power efficient

• Cloud independent

• Flexible and quick to deploy

• Privacy and security protected



Akida Neuromorphic Processor – Reference Chip
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AkidaTM is the world’s first neuromorphic processor.



BrainChip is Leading the Way at the Edge
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Data Center

ServerEdge Endpoint

The Edge

Classical ApproachNeuromorphic 
Approach

Commercial

Research



Competitive Analysis
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BrainChip stands alone with the most performant, commercially available Edge AI solution.

Micro to MW 
Power Use

Real-Time On-Chip  
Learning & Training

Standard  ML  
Workflow

Stand-Alone Possible  
(No CPU Required)

On-Chip 
Convolution

BrainChip Akida
TM 

AKD1000

IBM TrueNorth Learn Corel

Intel Loihi Programmable Learn NEF

Google Coral TPU 2-5W

Deep Learning Accelerator 
(Nvidia, Others)
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✓
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Revenue Model
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IP licensing RoyaltiesEngineering
Support

NRE Fees

Revenue model includes IP licensing, support, and high-margin royalty streams



Market Traction
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Early Adopters Licensees

Most customers cannot be identified due to Non-Disclosure Agreements.



Investment Thesis

Demand for AI enabled Edge and Internet of things (IOT) devices forecasted to grow at double-digit annual growth rates for the 
foreseeable future.

Due to bandwidth, data security, latency and power constraints on edge devices, product demand will shift from cloud-
dependent AI devices to solutions where data is captured on the device.

Massive power consumption and emissions resulting from AI data centers will force a shift in AI processing from traditional cloud
data centers to processing on the device. Akida’s cloud independence capabilities are uniquely suited to address these AI 

related infrastructure and sustainability issues.
The Akida architecture is both scalable and flexible to and addresses the requirements for the vast and growing number of IoT 
and edge devices in consumer and industrial applications. 
MetaTF software makes adoption easy, automating conversion from traditional networks into immediately usable and efficient 

“spiking” networks.
Marquee brands including Mercedes, Valeo, Vorago and NASA, as well as commercial IP licenses with Renesas and 

MegaChips.
Commercial availability of semiconductor chips, IP, tools, and boards.

Revenue model includes IP licensing, support, and high-margin royalty streams.
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Contacts
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Europe, Asia & Australia
Tony Dawe, IR Manager

tdawe@brainchip.com

Company Contacts
North & South America

Ken Scarince, CFO

kscarince@brainchip.com

External Communications
Mark Komonoski 

Integrous Communications 

mkomonoski@integcom.us

BrainChip Holdings Ltd.
Australia
225 George Street, Level 12
Sydney, NSW 2000

U.S.
23041 Avenida De La Carlota

Suite 250
Laguna Hills, CA 92653

mailto:tdawe@brainchip.com
mailto:kscarince@brainchip.com
mailto:mkomonoski@integcom.us


Thank You
Questions?
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